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salut from the editor
This fourth issue of S/tick marks the final installment in S/tick, Volume 1. Starting in 2014 we will strive to
bring forth a new issue every three months in order to more periodically honour and disperse
feminist-conscious art, poetry, and stories. We're still not sure exactly what “feminism” means, or if we
believe in every aspect of it without question. But we do know that “feminist” at least partially describes the
work of our brave and talented contributors, and that at times it can be difficult to place work that
challenges, chills, or complains. Thank you to all our readers and contributors for s/ticking by us on this
journey as we experiment and evolve. Please don't hesitate to e-mail us at stickyhaibuns@gmail.com with
your feedback and submissions, and please share S/tick widely. SK
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so begins their dialogue / vanessa raney
Two women on a stage, sitting on sofas. Each with one bent arm faces the audience, her head on the palm
of that hand. Her other arm crosses her legs, which are also bent (upwards, though), with one foot on the
coffee table that's shared between them, the other foot pressed squarely into the back of the armchair.
Surly is the impression they give. In fact, they mean to be serious, antagonistic toward each other. So
begins their dialogue, uncomfortable, necessary, and, ultimately, uncertain.

Left Girl

I really don't understand you. How can you say those things about that woman? She was raped,

for fuck's sake, then put in jail for it.
Right Girl I don't condone her being raped, but she was in a country where women are viewed as trash.
Why choose to vacation there and expect the same rights as in the West?
Left Girl

It's not about the West. She has the right, no matter where she is, to not be raped. He's the only

one who should've gone to jail, not her. Why can't you see that?
Right Girl I'm not arguing that either. But aren't we smart enough to know that women aren't treated the
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same everywhere? That law, it's ridiculous, but, maybe, if she had done her research, she would've chosen
someplace else. At least, to ensure she was protected.
Left Girl

But what woman thinks she's going to be raped? That's the issue here, not the law. The victim of

a rape should not be punished. But that's what you're saying, right? That she deserved it?
Right Girl No. Yet every day, we hear a new story. Like the women in India. Why would you go to a
country where you know the rights of women are fewer than where you live?
Left Girl

What's the alternative, to live in fear? I just don't get it, you bitch. What, are you a lesbian or

something?
Right Girl Even if I were, what would it matter? I have a brain. I can use it. I can make the choice that
serves me best. That's my point. She put herself in that situation. Yes, it's unfair that she was raped, worse
that she had to be locked up for it. But the risk didn't just appear out of nowhere. Why do Western women
expect the same no matter where they go?

“Shut up, you stupid girl!” a woman hollers, jumping from her seat, now screeching: “I was raped, you
goddamn bitch!” Her voice cracks, the tears flowing fast against her cheeks. “He RAPED me! Stuck his dong
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inside me while I screamed and screamed! No one did a damn thing to help me. SO – JUST – SHUT- THE –
FUCK – UP!”
Collapsing, her wails echo through the antechamber. So many people turned toward her, yet no one does
a thing. Is she part of the act or nuts? Oh, how to make it stop?
The students on the stage watch her warily, bored and apprehensive. They’d intended to start a dialogue
that was supposed to talk about today’s women, how they’re smarter than they used to be, outpacing men
in all things career and otherwise, that they’re capable of more than just the stereotypes that keep them
seen as bodies, the word victim still attached.
Their drama teacher rushes to the stage, frantic and apologetic toward the stunned audience. She motions
for a microphone, and the curtain falls from either side of the stage behind her.
“I’m so sorry,” she starts, motioning at the guards to hurry, the interrupting woman now sitting in a ball on
the floor, “I had no idea about this play. Please, we’ll be happy to refund your tickets. I assure you, the
students will be made to understand the seriousness of this situation. Rest assured, it will not happen again.
Thank you.”
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oh andy / s. alex
I want to hear you scream.
I clasp his wrist in a citizen’s arrest,
And I can’t move it an inch.
Andy Warhol once said a firecracker went off inside him,
Oh Andy.
Nails claw the firm flesh of tendons,
This is the prodigy of workouts,
Summer kissed skinI’m in a bitch fight with an arm,
And I’ll be in it until you come.
I pulled a muscle in my chest,
Fighting for my every breath.
In a staring contest with the ceiling,
This shrew not shrewd, sorry Kate.
To think the word for this starts with date.
Am I pregnant, did he give me HIV?
I cup my nosebleed thinking I got off easy.
I want to hear you scream.
A firecracker went off inside of me,
Oh Andy.

photography / emily krahn

she can bite / merlin flower
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hey chuck / freesia mckee
this guy brought a poem
to our workshop
about being a man.
they called
his poem

do you get asked

“bukowskian.”

what it feels like
to be a symbol

almost everyone

for something?

at the table
loved it.

i’m writing
because to me,

after the workshop,

you have become

one guy told me

a currency:

to write a poem

i know how included i can feel

that included the word

if i quote you.

“cunt.”

the cost
is that my chair

he knows i write

gets pulled

poems about women.

too close

what else is there

to their table—

to say?

that is a poem
that will never be

“bukowskian.”

bukowskian.
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harness / michelle bonczek evory
“Someday, after we have mastered the winds, the waves, the tides and gravity, we shall harness for God
the energies of love. Then for the second time in the history of the world, we will have discovered fire.”
–Teilhard De Chardin
There is one particular moment on one early-August night, my feet pressing against cool sand, a red,
broken moon expanding as it sinks behind the Pacific. There is the dark, wet beach of the Oregon coast
and the Milky Way reflecting off the sand’s glean. Noctiluca scintillins, Sea Sparkle, those rare, seemingly
magical organisms, illuminate tide pools. And there is him, his hand raised lightly, politely to my chest to stop
me from stepping into a deep pool of water I didn’t see crossing our path. My boyfriend,
soon-to-be-husband, soon-to-be-ex-husband is far down the beach in darkness, having refused to answer
my romantic request that he walk with me to the water’s edge. It is the night of that year’s lowest tide. I
stand with the man who took that walk with me instead, the man I am truly in love with, speechless in an
intense sphere of energy, the gravity of our bodies pulling toward one another.
I was raised Catholic, taught I should always put others before myself, that I should always be
obedient, committed to commitment. My parents didn’t attend church regularly, but my grandparents did,
and I did too, both with my grandfather Popsie on Saturday evenings at St. Stephen’s Church and with my
Catholic school during the week. The languages of the service varied—Polish, Ukrainian, Latin, English—but
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the doctrine instilled was always the same. Be honest. Be loyal. And as good-intentioned as that may have
been, it is a doctrine that for me led to something worse than selfishness; it made me selfless. Self-less in a
way that made my own needs lessen until they disappeared under the rising water of others’ needs. It is a
hazardous way of thinking, especially for women, who for millennia have been shaped by patriarchal
societies, cultures, and religions to see themselves as sinful and meant to carry the burden of meeting
others’ needs, ignoring their own. Anyone who has taken a college course in Women’s Studies has learned
about the effects that this way of thinking has on some women. It leads women to stay in abusive
relationships simply out of loyalty; it results in women privileging their partner’s positive traits over
dominating, negative traits; and it often results in women unevenly attending to partners' needs over their
own.
That summer night, I stepped back from the sandy cliff of my body electric, charged, in love
full-heartedly—I knew this—and made the decision to not lean in and kiss this man. I literally stepped back
from my desires, and with every muscle fighting, unable to talk, I lifted my foot and ran—sprinted—down the
beach to the boyfriend I no longer loved and was too afraid to break up with for fear of hurting him.
When I think about the moment on the beach, it leaves me regrettably thinking about how years later I
would cheat on my husband and leave him for a person with an addiction to morphine, alcohol,
pornography, and violence; it leads to remembering how I chose to foolishly believe that this person
needed to be saved from his addictions by my love, that because I had twice become attracted to
someone outside of my marriage that it would never stop happening. The regret is not guilt; it does not
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come from having cheated on my husband years later after the beach encounter, nor for my serious lapse
of judgment in becoming involved with an unhealthy person, but from cheating on myself by not respecting
my own feelings, from not loving myself first, and yes, I’ll say it: from not having cheated on my husband in
the first place. Is there such a thing as being too virtuous? Did the suppression of my initial feelings for
someone else result in a blowback years later? At the time, I was inexperienced and overly idealistic.
Although that summer night, and what ended up later being an abusive relationship that led me into
depression and years of therapy, may not seem connected, they are. They are both symptoms of the belief
that I must sacrifice myself for others.
One Sunday afternoon, wanting to read the newspaper, I walked the two blocks from mine and my
husband’s apartment in Spokane to the local coffee shop. When I walked in, the line was long and the
house newspaper had been lifted by a previous customer. I really wanted to read the paper. I don’t know
why. Maybe I just wanted to leave the house and the arguing, the tension, the daily stress of our unhealthy
marriage. I decided that before I ordered my Americano I’d walk to the local grocery a few more blocks
away to buy the paper for myself. I was annoyed but empowered. It was spring. I remember the trees pink
and the air warm. I purchased my paper, strolled down the street, and noticed the barks of a tiny dog
closing the distance behind me. The squeaky barks kept coming. I turned and looked down. A brown
Chihuahua was racing across the street towards me. A young girl stood on the other side of the street
yelling for him to stop. She was about twelve. It was obvious that she had been taught not to cross the
street no matter what. Not for a ball. Not for her dog. Her body rocked back and forth, her weight shifting
from one foot on the sidewalk to one foot in the road. Her upper body leaned in wanting so badly to
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chase her dog. The Chihuahua, aiming for my ankles readying to kick the animal away if it came to that,
leapt to make the curb and rammed its front leg into the concrete. Whimpering, limping dog. Screaming girl.
“Come get your dog,” I yelled.
She looked both ways. No cars to the right; to the left a minivan turned in our direction. I held up my
hand, the van stopped. “Come get your dog,” I demanded. She looked both ways again, and still hesitating,
ran across 14th Street to scoop up the crying dog, she also crying. I was dumbfounded by the chain of
events that led to this dog’s broken leg. For several weeks whenever I passed that house I would see the
dog, leg in a little cast, collar looped properly around its neck, leash connected to a tree. We learn things
by indirect means. That day, the person who stole the Rocket’s Sunday edition enabled this family to learn
the importance of leashing their pets. And their daughter learned that sometimes it’s necessary for lines to
be crossed.
I regret not crossing the line on the beach that night; for so long I wondered how the sequence of
events that followed would have changed if I had. Of course, because we did not kiss, I can only imagine
what would’ve happened. He may not have kissed me back. Whether we would be together, if I would be
happy, I cannot say. Regardless I wish I had cheated on my husband sooner. Instead it took a while for me
to finally learn how to address conflicts of attraction, and that even though you may hurt your partner, it is
sometimes necessary to leave relationships. If I had leaned into my feelings rather than running away from
them, I would’ve internalized earlier the lesson that as adults we must learn to take responsibility for our
emotions, to accept them, and to act on them appropriately. And I might’ve learned sooner that breaking up
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with someone does not make you a failure or bad person; in fact, often breaking up an unnatural or
unsatisfying relationship might be the best thing for you and your partner; staying with someone simply to
avoid hurting him is disloyal to both your partner and yourself, it is dishonest, it is a lie, it is not love.
If I had listened to myself, I would not have married and divorced. After leaving the beach that night,
my boyfriend-soon-to-be-ex-husband and I stood in a ditch at the edge of our campground arguing against
the background of breaking waves, beneath the growing light of an oncoming day evaporating the stars.
We probably woke the entire campsite yelling over ocean roar. I wish I could tell you what we said to each
other, what we yelled. Maybe it was about his decision to stay around the fire rather than hike down the
beach with me. Whatever it was, we didn’t break up. Instead, the next day we went for a walk through town
and bought a rainbow-striped kite that we never opened, that was never flown. Then he and I crawled into
our tent early and I faked orgasm after orgasm to make him feel good.
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donna / katrina greco

nixie / katrina greco

She makes wreaths

If I gave birth

of garlic, small

tomorrow, I would

red peppers, basil

give you one of those

strung with floss

quiet ponds, teeming

to catch the float
of cigarette ashes

with unpleasant life.

drying in

You would fold my poems

the buzzing darkness.
into sailboats, dotting
The fatty molecules

the glassing surface

of breakfast cling
to her cupboard handles.

of our pond-child,
her long memory

She stews
tomatoes in jars,

stored in the larvae

and lets her

of biting insects.

children throw
the ball into

You and I would walk

the next yard.

to the bottom of our pond
daughter, dig in our toes
and close her over
our heads. This is how
it should be. Not quite.
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bonita / freesia mckee
There are symphonies at night
in our silent room. After he
sinks asleep, I am freed
by her pull. Four hands claw
the smell of oranges
on white cotton cloth. For a while,
I swell close to her skin,
thin like the very tall smell of
a day’s work washed.
She prunes and jokes to me
among California leaves.
Yes, there is a secret part under
these sheets I sewed once. More secret
than an oatmeal can of quarters.
More secret than a garter,
a girdle. More secret
than a deep black root of a chipped
white tooth. It is a citrus instinct,
a secret orange, the suck and spit of seeds.

her / merlin flower
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morning glory / k. kibbee
The builder had called the windows ‘gridded.’ They were a free upgrade during the month when Sara
and her husband had signed the contract to have their home built. Amidst all of the extra fees and
unanticipated add-ons she’d encountered, it made Sara feel momentarily powerful to have the windows
upgraded at no additional cost. But now that she looked out of them from the inside of her newly
constructed home, it struck her how very much like bars the grids actually were. Granted, they were plastic,
not iron, and white, not black, but their thatched design and obstructive nature mimicked the bars on a jail
cell perfectly. Peering out at her emerging lawn, patches of fragile blades eking out from beneath the mud,
Sara shifted her stance so that the grids blocked out the bare spots of earth and framed little bits of green.
In the far corner of the lawn a young vine of Morning Glory was making its way in from beneath the new
white vinyl fencing and Sara made a mental note to pick it the next time she was outside, before it invaded
the beginning of her ideal lawn.
“Enjoying the view?” Sara’s husband Todd emerged in the doorway to her right, fumbling with his tie.
His hair glistened with a fresh application of pomade. As Sara turned to face him its sheen glinted off his
bright white dress shirt, causing her eyelids to flutter.
“Oh, um … yeah.” Sara shook her daze and seated the last of the morning’s dishes in the bottom rack
of the dishwasher. The ‘thunk’ of the dishwasher door as it closed roused her son, who’d been asleep in
the playpen just feet away. He began writhing in his sea of blankets like a fish caught in a net. Todd leaned
into the playpen, his lips parted in preparation for a goodbye kiss, but his tie slapped at the infant’s face
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and set the child to howling. With a sympathetic shrug of his shoulders, daddy was gone, offering only a
parting wave from the doorway.
Sara drew her child up, his weight shifting like a bag of sand thwarting her grip. “Looks like it’s just
you and me kid,” she soothed, cupping him to her chest and bouncing him lightly. His face was hot against
her collarbone and, unaffected by her comforts, he continued to wail. With one free hand she unbuttoned
her blouse and offered her breast, which the child latched onto with the fierceness of a wild, starving beast.
The two teeth he’d been cutting for the past week gnashed at her nipples and Sara winced in pain as he
drew comfort. A tear welled in the corner of her right eye as she looked out the kitchen window through
the grids and focused on the wild Morning Glory creeping in.
________________________
Todd was home late that night. Dinner had been left to warm in the oven for hours and by the time
9 pm and his Audi sedan rolled around, Sara’s casserole was coated in a hard layer of yuck. “Sorry hon,”
he called out from the foyer, “you know how it goes. Inventory time, and everybody’s got to put in a few
extra.” She could hear the clink of his keys dropping on the entryway table and a plunk as his wallet fell
alongside them.
Sara nodded from her place at the sink. Throughout the day she’d thought of a half-dozen things
she’d wanted to share with Todd, but by now she’d forgotten them all. He suddenly appeared at her side
and roped his arm around her waist. His breath was stale as he leaned in and pecked her on the cheek.
“So, you diggin’ this nice, big sink?” he asked. Sara, muscling the dried casserole off of a new Pyrex pan
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with an SOS pad, smiled and bobbed her head. “It’s really nice.” Todd grinned back, his cupped hand
sliding from Sara’s waist to her hip. She could feel the warmth radiating from his palm and thought for a
moment to ask him to massage the small of her back, which was still throbbing after an ill-positioned nap
beneath her son in his nursery rocking chair earlier that day. But Todd quickly side-stepped behind her, his
loafers clapping like tap shoes on the travertine tile floor as he went. He laid his weight against her, cradling
her buttocks with his pelvis. His face was hot as he pressed it against the exposed flesh of her shoulder
where her blouse was still partially undone from an earlier feeding. She winced and followed him upstairs.
The echo of the soles of her shoes against the new hardwood fell like dead leaves behind them.
_______________________
The baby was heavy on her hip and as she balanced him and used her free hand to open the front
door, he curled his tiny, sticky fingers around a lock of her hair and yanked with impossible strength. “Hi
guys! Welcome!” she greeted, swinging the door back as far as it would go and filling the hallway with light.
“Oh my gawd, it’s SOOOOOO gorgeous!” the red-headed woman on the other side of the door
gushed. “Isn’t it just GORGEOUS!?” she pressed, tugging at the hand of her companion, a pale man in his
mid-30’s who was canvassing the exterior of the house like a bank robber eyeing a vault. “Mmmm-hmmm,”
he muttered, seemingly unimpressed.
“Oh my gawd, look at you!” Inside the threshold, the red-headed woman embraced Sara’s flaccid
side, squeezing her too tightly. Strong, floral perfume fell like a cloud around her and as Sara gave the
woman’s bony body a reciprocal squeeze, she was quite certain an extra puff was expelled from some
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random orifice. As she withdrew, Sara noticed the coldness left in the space between them was warmer
than her presence had been. “And will you just look at this little man!” Red grabbed up Sara’s son at his
armpits and dangled him like meat on butcher’s hooks. He hung there dazed; quiet for the first time in ages.
Sara watched him swinging back and forth, almost lifeless until the shriek from a gaggle of women coming
up the walkway set him to convulsing. The red-haired woman handed him back, stepped inside and swaned
past Sara as if she’d suddenly become invisible.
Soon the house was littered with guests, all toting housewarming gifts and envious tidings. Todd took
the couple’s son and lauded his various infantile accomplishments to the crowd with bright eyes while Sara
gave guided tours of the home, chronicling her various flooring, paint and lighting décor choices. After a
third tour of her master suite, Sara found her face ached from smiling and her throat was hoarse from
talking. She retreated to the kitchen where dirty dishes and discarded Solo cups were already threatening
to overtake her beautiful granite countertops. She worked in a flurry, constantly afraid that one of her
college friends would appear behind her and remark upon the life of a lazy housewife. Staring out through
the grids Sara caught a flash of white where it shouldn’t have been and thought for a moment that one of
the plastic bars had gone askew. In her mind she’d already begun tracking down the builder’s number and
unearthing the warranty declaration they’d been given on the day of ground breaking. But as she angled her
head and squinted her eyes, Sara realized that it was the soft white of a flower on the Morning Glory vine
and not a white grid that had interrupted her view. So hypnotized was she by its unexpected beauty that
Sara didn’t even notice the tap water grow scalding and sear her hands.
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“Need any help?” the voice of Sara’s mother cooed from the distance, forever comforting and grating
in the same breath. Sara hurriedly plucked a dish towel from the countertop, drawing it over the crimson
watercolors emerging across her hands.
“Oh Mom, that’s sweet.” Sara paused. “No, think I’ve got it covered.”
Sara’s mother appeared at her side, smelling of clean linen and wine. She glanced out the kitchen
window, silently contemplative for a fleeting moment. “My, you’ve got a budding infestation out there, don’t
you?”
Sara joined her mother’s focus on the Morning Glory, suddenly realizing just how large the thing had
become. The verdant vines seemed to grow before their very eyes, creeping and twisting with untamed life.
“Oh yeah, I need to get out there,” Sara admitted, her eye now fixed on the singular white flower that had
drawn her attention earlier. “It’s just been so busy around here.”
“I’ll say. According to Todd you haven’t even been to the gym since the baby was born!” With this
Sara’s mother gave her a wee pat on the bottom. It somehow felt like a spanking. “Why don’t I just take him
tonight,” she offered “ … let you get caught up.” Sara nodded obediently, still staring at the Morning Glory.
__________________________
The next morning Sara did not awaken early, as was her normal routine. And when finally she did
rouse, she lay in bed for a time, dissecting her thoughts in the darkness. It was the first morning since her
son’s birth that the day had not been ushered in by the cries of a child, and the quiet was ecstasy. Sara felt
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momentarily guilty that she did not miss him now and had not missed him during the sound slumber of the
night. But as she crawled out of bed and made her way downstairs, a pang of emptiness followed along
with her.
A warm mug of coffee clutched in her grip, Sara sat at the only chair in her kitchen with a proper view
out the window above the sink. With Todd already departed for his work day, stillness filled in all around
her. She looked upon the Morning Glory with forced disdain, mapping out the day’s plan of attack. First, the
gym; second, weed annihilation. It was a plan. It was set.
Two hours later Sara found herself in the back yard. A warm spring air brushed past her and playfully
kicked up her blouse. She breathed it in deep and wondered how long it’d been since she was outside for
any length of time. Shears in hand, she approached the Morning Glory. The closer she got the more
massive and brilliant the vine seemed to become and the more delicate and silken the flowers appeared. A
divine aroma drifted from the blossoms, overpowering the tinged scents of saw-scorched plywood, starchy
shingles and chemical-laced paint that Sara never even realized had been oozing from the house. She
dropped her shears, marched back inside and emerged again in the yard, this time with an easel, paints and
brushes in hand.
The day was glorious. Sara’s strokes fell across the canvas with natural fluidity. By the time she’d
completed what would be the first of three pieces, she’d mapped out a plan to return to her alma mater
and inquire about teaching art. The boy would be fine in daycare now. Surely women did this all the time!
With each brush stroke Sara felt herself awakening, as if progressing through the final stages of waking from
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a dream. Her body felt grounded and alive. A cool kick of wind peppered her forearm with goose bumps,
the sun emerging from a passing cloud and smoothing them out like calmed worry lines. Even as the chill of
evening set in, Sara was so entranced by the sensation of it, of the muted twilight playing across the night
sky, that she did not retreat indoors as she should. Not until Todd’s shadow materialized from the inky
darkness did Sara take pause.
“What in the hell’s going on out here?” His voice was elevated and laced with panic. “I’ve been calling
the house for hours. And your Mom has, too. Why haven’t you picked up the baby?!”
Sara had been so quiet for so long that she struggled now to find words. She laid down her brush, its
strokes unfinished. “I guess I just lost track of time,” she admitted.
A fluorescent flood lit the pair as Sara’s mother flicked on the porch light and erupted from the house.
“Oh thank God,” she gushed, clutching Sara’s son in her right arm and racing towards the pair, her left arm
pumping for added speed. The baby bounced in her embrace, his wails ebbing in rhythm with her steps.
“What happened?” she demanded upon approach.
“Hell if I know!” Todd railed, his hands resting firmly on his hips. His suit coat was bunching under the
grip of his hands and Sara realized she’d be up late ironing it. “I’m sorry,” she sputtered. “I just got
distracted.” Sara dipped her head, her gaze falling on the patchy lawn, obviously stifled by the wild Morning
Glory.
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“Oh Jesus.” Sara’s mother had wandered over towards the last of the three paintings; her grandson
momentarily quiet despite the upheaval. “She used to do this all the time. Waste time with these damn
paintings and just totally tune out. Talk about a good way to never get anything accomplished!” She snorted
disagreeably and stalked back towards her daughter, holding the child out like a pair of leg irons. “That
would explain why this mess is still here,” she added with a motion towards the Morning Glory.
Sara’s arms bowed as she took on the weight of her son. “I’ll clean it up in the morning,” she
promised while drawing him close. The child snaked his arms around her neck and squeezed to the point of
near asphyxiation as Todd and her mother closed in at Sara’s side like men at arms. As the pair marched her
back towards the house, the audible hum of fluorescent bulbs welcomed her, and as their dim glow lit the
Morning Glory, Sara knew that she would never see it flower again.
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dumb waiting / maj ikle
To the casual observer it might merely look like a dumb waiter. A wooden box that hauls between the floors of the house by
counterweight pulley. But to me it represents a fine freedom and every home should have one. The most wonderful
technology since buckets got handles. I mean imagine, that before you could only carry what you could scoop up in your
hands.
Certainly I have down days, who doesn’t? There is the maintenance work I have to attend to. Keeping the winch strings untangled,
unfrayed, oiling the moving metal parts is a monthly must, but mostly my time is my own.
And before all you feminist types get carried away let me tell you it was me came up with the idea. No more maniacal beetle-like
heaving up and down those high step stairs. No more fallen arches, throbbing calves, creaking knees, as I haul up and down.
Doing what all women do, sorting clean from dirty. Now I can hoist away even the largest of sacks without even a broken
fingernail.
When I first climbed in everything seemed right, the edge of the ledge was perfect for me to sit on as I slid myself around. I had to
curl myself, had to bend my head quite a bit but eventually I got all in. It made me giggle to be crammed inside a toy lift but
as I jiggled around onto my back I found a way of getting comfy, then when my husband gave me these cushions, well—snug
as a bug in a rug.
At first of course it felt strange, the click as the bottom door came automatically up to meet the top, the way the walls appeared to
move, and I did get a nasty graze once when my elbow wasn’t far enough inside. But now it’s pretty much plain sailing.
Obviously I know that other women don’t live in theirs, but once I put up pretty pink curtains and that sticky plastic view of Marbella
it was truly my space. I can sit for hours imagining myself inside that blue sea; it’s no different than a telly. Sit, deeply
contented in my private place, my elevator.

step back / merlin flower
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the mustache / hannah sloane
Come and sit on my lap.
Beneath the command simmers an underlying fury she daren’t ignite. She inches forward timidly until
his hands find her waist, and then he’s lifting her effortlessly, like groceries placed in the trunk of a car. He
positions her on his thighs against the full roundness of a protruding belly and she can practically taste him,
an assortment of intoxicating syrups and smoky residue.
Can you count to ten for me?
Pride stirs within, of course she can! One. Two. Three. At first the movement is so light, so gradual,
that it’s barely perceptible. The spiky dark hairs creep into sight, so much coarser than their wispier cousins
on his knuckles. Seven. Eight. Nine. And then his greedy fingers are picking up speed, gravitating towards
her plaid hem, grasping it firmly. His mouth opens again and she drinks in the familiar menthol muskiness.
You’re very special to me. You know that don’t you?
His dark, bulbous eyes watch her intently. They remind her of an alligator, its body submerged in
swampy surroundings, its greedy jeweled irises lingering above water level. It’s a picture in a textbook
called Nature’s Predators that Ms. Heigl reads from every Thursday. Her favorite chapter is about sharks. Her
second favorite is about venomous snakes.
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What are you thinking?
Sometimes Ms. Heigl pins her hair in a neat high bun that crowns her head, but most days it hangs
freely, a messy trail of curls running from the nape of her neck down to her thin waist like a modern day
Rapunzel. She wears long skirts that sweep the floor as she walks, the thin material betraying a packet of
cigarettes resting beneath her right hip. She eats a banana with yoghurt each morning. Occasionally her
mauve lipstick rubs onto her front teeth. A hand is raised and she is notified and then she blushes and
laughs and the class falls in love with her a little more.
You trust me, don’t you?
Her mouth feels dry, stiff. She senses he wants her to answer yes. She tips her head ever so slightly.
He nods, pleased. She watches with curious detachment as the plaid material shifts and withdraws. He tugs
with determination, as though the fabric is anchored deep beneath the ocean’s sand dunes. It gives way all
too easily, cotton folds crawling up her thigh, almost desirous to, exposing more and more creamy flesh.
She feels the force of him stretching her, prying her legs apart like the lid off a can of paint. She doesn’t yet
understand where the finishing line is, but he does. His fingers become charged. They are invasive,
impatient. The cotton is pushed aside. She reddens.
Shusssssh.
She averts her eyes. Through the living room window she can see Mrs. Henderson watering her
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hydrangeas. She’s wearing slippers and a dressing robe. She wears them every day, like a uniform. The
neighbors discuss her. Their cars slow to a crawl, windows are rolled down, and then laughter. There she
goes again! What a batty old thing! For the briefest of moments she fantasizes about Mrs. Henderson setting
down her watering can and investigating the noises if she dares to scream. As he scrapes away like an
eager young archaeologist the urge rises, she’s willing to risk his wrath to make it stop. Please. I don’t like
this. Her voice sounds odd, a dull croak. His fingers pause and clench. She senses the muscles tighten and
reign in their fury.
You will one day.
Two decades later and that sentence remains an obsession. Was he being ironic? She’s waiting for
the day this statement materializes, but the men she meets leave a vague, prickling sense of disappointment.
They rise from her bed hastily, eagerly, long before the sheen of sweat cools from their backs, before the
salty stains on her sheets dry into residue, remaining there until laundry day. Perhaps they sense her numb
pain descending upon the small, airless room and that’s why they run, mouthing perfunctory goodbyes,
heavy feet echoing the narrow hallway, the thud of a front door closing. He left quickly too, one dreary
October day in his battered Ford, leaving behind inconsequential debts and a gaping chasm of relief. She
watched her mother cry for days, knowing her grief was temporary, that he’d be replaced by someone
similarly unsuitable just as he’d replaced those before him. As she grew older the shame crept back,
followed by fantasies of finding him, of torture, slicing each finger off in turn, slitting his throat, watching the
blood drain from his face and collect and curdle on the floor. She enjoyed horror movies for the simple
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reason that each character creeping down the steps into the dark basement became Him, each method of
debasement added to a growing list of inflicted cruelties. It wasn’t healthy. She knew that.
Stay still.
She can see inside his ear. Small specks of collecting wax gathered like cobwebs. As he plunges
inside her, one finger, two, twisting, sliding, thrusting, she becomes aware of a scratching. Coarse hairs
against her cheek. She wonders whether he trims his mustache or if it stays that length of its own accord.
She ignores his thumb, making small circular motions. She doesn’t notice at first; the quickening of breath,
the pulsing, throbbing sensation, until she’s clenching and trying to make sense of it. A quick spasm and
gasp and it’s over. He withdraws and his fingers glisten with something liquid and transparent. He tugs at her
skirt until it covers her knees. She turns crimson and wriggles free. Does she imagine it as she flees the
room, or does he really utter those words?
You’re welcome.

photography / emily krahn

one large eye / adriana lecuona
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The sun was a low, flat orb above the tree line as I approached the school campus. I shielded my
face as I walked down the grassy slope toward a sunken jogging track, oval and stern in the still morning.
I heard a low moan.
I shut my eyes against what I had already seen.
She no longer resembled a human. Her left leg bent back unnaturally. Swellings created surreal
proportions. There were red smears. Black-blue-brown splotches. Her cheeks, caved-in, crushed. Molars
and gum.
Inside I detonated black.

One large eye looked up at me.
She lay midway down the slope. Thrown.
She was young. Twelve, maybe.
An odor of dirty copper pennies roused powerful memories. My first menstruations. Him.
I don’t know what made me feel weaker.
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I edged near, her form a shadow in my peripheral vision. I crouched beside her in the sharp, cut
grass. I waited. I listened.
She was breathing.
She jerked her head towards me with a guttural exclamation of surprise, alarm, pain. The one eye,
beseeching and humiliated.
I flinched. Something inside me split at the conflicting forces of horror and concern. Even now, I see
both selves: the one kneeling by a damaged girl and the one urging the other to run, to get away.
She gurgled. I shushed her. “I’m going to get help,” I stammered. I tried to stand but couldn’t. Her
hand clasped my right arm.
It had been years since I saw blood like that. Brown. Spilling. Pooling. I struggled to get a hold of
myself. I quaked with nausea, I fought the urge to flee. Images before me, behind me—skin, bloody, bare,
hairy, wrinkled—focused and blurred, in rhythm with my heaves.
I don’t know how much time passed before I realized I had to get this girl help.
But she did not let go. I tried to release her grip on me, wrestling with her fingers. “Look, I have to
get you some help!”
I wasn’t sure what I should do. We were by a road most heavily trafficked when school was in
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session. It was summer vacation. By the main entrance was a busier road. I could run down there and wave
someone down.
I tried to pull myself away. She was desperately strong. “It’s just for a minute. You need help,” I
pleaded.
There was blood on my thigh. The smell was dank and cruel.
I sought the cover of the far, black place inside me.
Yet, she was here. Hurt. Dying.
She was trying to tell me something.

I was always scared I would end up like her. Back then.
That he’d go a little too far and I would end a mass of pooling blood and mismatched appendages.
She had brown hair, shoulder-length, like me. Brown eyes. Like me. A suggestion of over-ripeness. As
I had been. Now spoiled and mishandled.
Damaged goods.
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“I’m so sorry,” I said. She would not let me go. I knew I should be able to free myself. I couldn’t bring
myself to wrench her fingers from my arm.
Probably she wanted to be like the other girls in her class. She wanted to feel pretty because pretty
was innocence and protection. Neither of which she had. She had been alone. Unsafe where she was
supposed to be safe. Unable to tell anyone of her situation for fear of a worsened situation.
I tried hard to forget what it was like to live like that, slinking along a wall between discovery and
abandonment. No one would have guessed. I kept my life in dim light and at an arm’s-length from
everyone. No one had ever tested the surface of the industrial-strength makeup pressed firmly into all the
bruised spots and scars. I would not risk the devastation of pity for the luxury of compassion.
A low moan and the girl’s face fell away from me. I wondered what this girl had known of
compassion. I felt that the kindnesses she had known were small and tremendous: a day home from school;
a present left by her bedroom door; her sibling’s face turning away, pretending not to have seen.
Would I turn my face away, too?
I stared at the hand clutching my arm, the dirt and blood, the ragged nails, the thin bones. Small
hands. The hands of a child.
No one had taken a real look at my life. Not even me.
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Peripheral vision. Losing the center. Aiming for the margins. That had been my life.
The girl on the ground said, “Please. Stay.”
I could run and get her the police. I could wave down an ambulance. This wouldn’t save her life.
Or mine.
I closed my eyes and scoured the black within. The red and the flesh. My eyes opened, I drew near
to her eye and let her look fully into my broken face.

sleek / merlin flower
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tea leaves / nettie farris

Act 1.
Five o’clock. Ding. Ding. Ding. Ding. Ding. Tea Bag and Infuser converse over multiple cups of chamomile.
Tea Bag: A good cup of tea requires precision in temperature.
Infuser: A good cup of tea requires precision in timing. Avoid steeping your leaves too long, I always say. You’ll end up with
something dreadfully bitter. I really prefer the flavor of green tea, though chamomile is so much more calming.
Tea Bag: I really prefer the flavor of white tea, though chamomile is all you’ve served.
Infuser: Clearing her throat. Conversation with a friend makes taking tea more pleasant, don’t you think.
Tea Bag: I don’t know—Sometimes conversation with an enemy can be more rewarding.
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Act 2.
The two ladies drain their cups and proceed to read their leaves.
Infuser: Look—Here’s an image of a terra cotta warrior alongside a strong horse.
Tea Bag: On the bottom of my cup lies the image of a knave. Is that a tart he’s eating?
Infuser: How might a warrior differ from a knave?
Tea Bag: Leaning forward. After drinking so much tea, who cares? Lowering her voice. I hear tell that men visiting Japanese
Tea Houses do not even drink tea.
Infuser: Scandalous! (A bit of spittle flying out of her mouth along with a bit of crumpet.) Then why, pray tell, are such
establishments referred to as Tea Houses? Perhaps they should be called some other sort of houses. One must be precise in
the use of language, don’t you think.
Tea Bag: Yes. On that we certainly agree.
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S. Alex is a writer and artist from Ontario, Canada. Her work is informed by the female artists and women of merit around her who support and teach her. Her work has
appeared previously in various forums, most recently Garbanzo’s third book anthology.
Michelle Bonczek Evory’s poetry and non-fiction often focuses on how women negotiate desire—for sex, food, children, knowledge—in a society that often judges a
woman on how well she controls these desires. She is the author of two poetry collections: The Ghosts of Lost Animals (Trio House Press, forthcoming) and The Art of
the Nipple (Orange Monkey Publishing, 2013). Currently she is a visiting professor at SUNY College of Environmental Science and forestry and a mentor/editor at The
Poet’s Billow (www.thepoetsbillow.org).
Nettie Farris, in her younger years, worried about whether she was being a Good Feminist. Then she reminded herself that she was missing the point, and she didn't
believe in authority anyway. She uses writing to make sense of the world. Her debut collection of poetry, Communion, was published in 2013. Her work has been
nominated for a Pushcart Prize.
Merlin Flower is a writer, feminist and artist. That's it!
Katrina Greco is a poet and teacher living in Oakland, CA. Her poetry frequently explores the systematic destruction, consumption, and re-creation of the body, a topic
that has fascinated her since her early days of Catholic school and Grimm’s fairy tales. Beyond mythology, her writing also reflects her obsession with navigating the
charged landscape that is the female body. She is also interested in exploring the value of traditionally “feminine” arts and skills in a feminist context (and she wields a
wicked embroidery needle). Her writing can be found in Foliate Oak, Hot Metal Bridge, and The Fiddleback.
Maj Ikle lives on Women and Girlz land Wales and has spend most of her adult life in women only space. She is proud to tread gently on the earth and be entirely
solar powered. Lately she has been performing her work at local literary events and has brought out an anthology of poetry entitled Don't Let Me Go. Maj's work is
also featured in the 2014 Wemoon calendar. Follow her blog at http://majikle.blogspot.co.uk/.
K. Kibbee is a Pacific Northwest native with a love of language, nature and animals. K.’s passion for creative writing began in her early youth and led her to the doors of
Washington State University, where she earned a degree in Humanities. K. has since had works published in The Vancougar and The Salal Review Literary Review and is
a featured columnist for the nationally syndicated magazine, Just Frenchies. K.’s novella The Mischievous Misadventures of Dewey the Daring is available on
Amazon.com, and she anticipates the release of her newest novel Whole in the Clouds with Zharmae Publishing in the summer of 2014.
Emily Krahn is going to be a cat lady, loves the colour purple, and has recently begun to tippy toe into the magnificent world of asking questions. Why did it take 20
years to realize it's okay not to perform femininity? Why don't people take the time to learn about Schrödinger's Cat before they post stuff on the Internet? Why was the
hearted cunt the first one to get washed away?
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During treatment for Hodgkins Lymphoma five years ago, Adriana Lecuona turned to writing to cope. In the process, she discovered that writing was as therapeutic and
traumatic as chemotherapy. Writing led Adriana to excavate the abuse of her childhood she had tried to forget. Now, through writing, Adriana re-imagines her past
allowing the present and the future to unfold with greater clarity and meaning. Adriana would like to hope that her writing will encourage other women to re-imagine
their own personal stories. There is always more than one story, especially within.
Freesia McKee writes about identity, power, and embodiment. Freesia became a feminist in the 9th grade when her class watched a video recording of a panel
discussion featuring Toni Morrison, Alice Walker, and other black feminist & womanist writers. The teacher made a verbal disclaimer about feminism and Freesia realized
that to many, “feminist” is a dirty word. Since then, intersectional feminism has informed Freesia’s creative and professional work. Freesia majored in Gender & Women’s
Studies at Warren Wilson College and is a regular contributor to the PDXX Collective at www.pdxcollective.com.
Vanessa Raney is a feminist who follows the school that the personal is political, and understands that to include resolving for oneself what it means to be a woman.
Toward this end, she has done things such as shaving her hair and not wearing makeup, while simultaneously being pro-life (a change of position that resulted from her
actual experience of having miscarried) and anti-rape (for both men and women), etc. She isn't afraid to question, and thinks that women are still defined more by their
bodies instead of their intelligence. Her writing is her voice, in any and all forms.
There are countless female writers Hannah Sloane admires and draws inspiration from. “Above all, be the heroine of your life, not the victim.” Yes Nora! You rock! And
then there are the women in Hannah’s life; they are hilarious and ridiculous, creative and messy, inspiring and imperfect, and infinitely more interesting because of this.
She lives in New York and is working on her first novel. Her essays and fiction can be found at: www.hannahsloanewrites.com. Please say hello @hansloane.
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